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Previously on Reflections : Arcadia

The team met up with their mysterious contact on Regulus, who supplied them with a cache of weapons to deliver to Earth.
 
The Mission, should they choose to accept it, is to get to earth, and take out as many of earth's defenses as possible before the fleet arrives to duke it out with the Alliance
 
After a long and dangerous journey towards the very heart of Alliance space, at last the ship is preparing to enter the Sol system, and face their impending deaths

Many more adventures await you next on Arcadia - Reflections Part VII


-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=- RESUME Reflections: Arcadia – Part VII"-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-

CTO Boomer:
::At her station, sipping coffee and watching the sensors and doing diagnostics on all the Tactical systems::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::sitting on the bridge at the conn, navigational sensors off, his eyes focused on the viewscreen, flying the ship manually in toward the Sol system ::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: in engineering ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Sits on the bridge checking her weapons, reviewing what’s on board for ideas as to max. doom for the enemy. Not that they have much but its how you use it that counts...muttering something about 'into the valley of death rode the 6...."::
 
ACTION: A squadron of SOL Defense ships is found on an intercept course.
 
TO T`Son:
::at bridge:: XO: This isn’t like the cruise ships I am use to.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Boss, we got company coming. Defense ships on an intercept course.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Here we go....
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Hail them.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: They're hailing us, Lead ship.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Puts the hail up::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks over:: TO:This isn't a cruise ship, we're lucky it holds together....still she's a good ship..::she goes to pat some console gently then not wanting to break something stops and goes back to what she was doing.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::hears the warning and reaches over and flips on the navigational sensors, pulling up pages of evasive maneuvers::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::watches the viewscreen switch over to comm::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Sure Skip. ::goes to do it but seeing the CTO has got go, goes to science sensors...::
 
TO T`Son:
XO: This ship has a terrible smell to it.
 
<Volr> @COM: Arcadia: Identify yourself, or prepare for the afterlife
 
XO PJ Harker:
TO: Breathe out yer mouth then, we usually have other things to worry about...
 
TO T`Son:
XO: You have any idea how sensitive Vulcan senses are.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Volr: This is the transport Arcadia, carrying a shipment from Regulus III. Alliance contract.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She tries to soften her words, its not his fault::TO:No I don't...::continues to work with sensors.::TO:nothing we can really do about that....
 
<Volr> @COM: Arcadia: What sort of shipment?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
XO/TO: In case it isn't yet apparent to you all, We're about to be under attack. So lets keep chatter to relevant matters, shall we? ::turns back to his console, shaking his head::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Volr: Weaponry mostly. I don't go through other people's merchandise.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Sending CTO whatever she learns from the science sensors, starts to prep systems for energy transfers to shields and weapons just in case..
 
ACTION: Volr vanishes from the screen as communications are cut.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Slow to 3 quarters impulse, they will want to scan us.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: walks onto the bridge just in time to hear the FCO and shakes her head, thinking that kid is an idiot alarmist ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO: Yes Mom...::She says sarcastically. Any other orders since you own this ship...::Rolls eyes.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::slows the ship::
 
ACTION: 3 More ships coming, armed to the teeth.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: More company on the way, Boss.
 
TO T`Son:
::think the FCO seems pretty immature to be on a ship::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Ready for combat energy transfers, we can go from doomed to slightly less doomed in seconds if CTO is ready.::Tone of voice says she thinks the CTO has been ready.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Ready to switch weapons and shields on Boomer.....only if fired on, or on my order.
 
ACTION: The 6 ships take up formation around Arcadia.
 
TO T`Son:
XO: If there are a any klingon hips we have a chance. Klingons are dumbest species in the universe..
 
CTO Boomer:
::Keeps an eye on Tactical sensors:: CO: Aye Boss... just as soon as ye say. ::sets all systems to hot standby::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: We're surrounded.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
TO: Got that right missy.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: walks to a console, caresses it and then taps at it ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
TO:Point. CTO: What’s the make up of those ships.?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: That's not surrounded kid, that's protection....::smiling::
 
<Volr> @COM: Arcadia: I've been ordered to give you escort to Earth. Fly in formation with us for your own protection.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::turns over his shoulder:: CO: I hate formation flying.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Volr: Arcadia thanks you, we will follow your lead. Captain Rome out.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::cuts the channel::
 
TO T`Son:
CO: They could have told us sooner::has angry look on her::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: All fighters, defense type.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Well deal with it, kid.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:Thanks. Hey can we rig a dead mans switch? in case things get hairy I want a final suprise...
 
TO T`Son:
XO: Do we have any chemical explosives we can bream on there ships?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::stands up:: XO: Sure, aim your disruptor at the warp core. Does the trick. ::laughs:: Relax PJ.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::falls into formation with the fighters, using generous help from the computer to keep in formation::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: I am relax compared to wonder boy over there, ::motions to the pilot.:: I just don't want to be caught out.
 
XO PJ Harker:
TO/CTO: Not sure, Boomer how is our boom supply?
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
CO: Hey, no one aims a disruptor at my engines but me.
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: We have enough, but the problem is we likely won't get to use them all before they hammer us to bits.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::stands up:: All: Guys, stand down. We're not it any danger....yet. We are clear to enter Earth's defenses.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::goes to check what supplies they have on board in cargo...::
 
TO T`Son:
CO: If there are klingons we are in danger.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
XO: I'm plenty relaxed. You can't fly a ship when you're not relaxed.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::chuckles and pats Tinkerbell on the back:: CEO: No worries babe.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Mom always said hope for the best plan for the worst.
 
ACTION: At impulse, the 7 ships head towards earth.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: grins ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: it costs us nothing to be prepared right?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: another saying "Keep one hand open in friendship and the other on your disruptor..."::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CEO: Take my chair for a minute will ya.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: PJ, mess hall.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: nods :: CO: You got it Jonny.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::slaps the CEO's behind as he walks past her slightly::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
TO: It's the Alliance. There are Klingons. But we're not in any danger... Fighting Klingon ships is easy. They have no sense of strategy.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Sure Skip. ::Gives the CTO a look of 'I'm busted lol' and as she follows behind the CO mouths to CTO "back up plan."::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Nods::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: grabs at her behind and looks at the CO :: CO: Flirt.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::happy her message was received she follows the CO to the mess hall.::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Prepares the Wild Weasels for launch and makes sure weapons, shields, and jammers are all on hot standby::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks to the cooking area and opens the top cupboard and fetches a bottle of rum::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::leans against a countertop.::CO:  What’s the word Jonny? ::Then waits knowing he's got something on his mind.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::pulls out two dirty metal cups and pours some into both:: XO: This is bigger than a normal fight.
 
TO T`Son:
CTO: God I hate klingons
 
XO PJ Harker:
::takes a glass:: CO:Aye ::looks at him like 'duh of course I know that.'::
 
CTO Boomer:
TO: Join the club, mate.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::then tilts her head puzzled waiting for him to continue.::
 
TO T`Son:
CTO: Smell have no art or culture
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: sits in the CO's seat ::
 
CTO Boomer:
TO: Like I care about that. ::rolls eyes::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::returns the bottle to the hiding place and lifts his cup:: XO: We can't act nervous or excited right now....I need everyone calm and ready. They're just kids.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CEO: I told the Boss that I hate formation flying... and he told me to deal with it... what he doesn't know is that the reason I hate it is because I'm not very good at it. All of my flight awards were in individual classes...
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: We're not that much older you know, and I don't know about you but Tink and Boomer are pretty solid. We may need to worry about the Kid and the new one a bit...
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Trust me I am neither nervous nor excited.: her level eyes look into Jonny's:: I just want to be ready if I am going to die, I want it to be for something not because I wasn't prepared.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: I mean they haven't been out there....I know Boomer has, well...I think Boomer has......god who knows about that one. But I'm dragging my crew of smugglers for gods sakes into something we have been doing for years before we settled down on this rust bucket.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Though the Kid really does need to calm down. If I went around like him every time there was danger I'd have an ulcer....
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Her eyes softened.::CO: Jonny you work with these people every day, I'm sure you have their measure by now....we trust you, they trust us not to throw their lives away. I'm just being prepared...
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
FCO: Don't worry about it, just do your best kid.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::drinks the rum and puts the cup back down loudly:: XO: I want you to watch him and Tinkerbell when we get down there. That's all.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: If it makes you feel better Boomer and I will go quiet with the prep ok?
 
ACTION: A Pair of pirate fighters zip into view from around IO and make an attack run on the convoy.
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: Just make sure to bounce off them all equally, that way you'll stay more or less straight. ::smirks::
 
TO T`Son:
CEO: Who are they?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CEO: Indeed... we have company. By the way.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Of course Skip who would harass if anything happened to the kid? and the CEO still owes me 20 credits....::grins and downs her drink.::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CO* Jonny, we got company.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: She was born ready, I think we needn't worry. ::laughs and pulls his friend into a short hug before hearing the comm:::
 
CTO Boomer:
*CO*: Boss, to the Bridge! ::Brings shields up and weapons online::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CEO: Two ships... ::tapping the console:: They look like merchant pirates.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: That took longer than expected. ::shrugs and walks back to the Bridge::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Rum burns its way down. Awkwardly returns the hug of a man close enough to her to be her brother.::
 
ACTION: The alliance fighters attack the pirates
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Follows the Skipper.: CO: Hey watch yourself by the way..::a wealth of friendship in that voice...::
 
TO T`Son:
CEO: Pretty nice fireworks display isn’t it?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Holds fire, putting all energy into shields and lets the locals deal with it::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Don't worry about me ::grins and walks over to Boomer's side::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
TO: All I see is a waste of raw material. :: shakes her head ::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: moves from the CO's chair and back to her console ::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Two pirates attacking the convoy Boss.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Goes to the science the station, to check sensors.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::watches the CEO pass him, glancing at her figure, then returning his attention back to Boomer:: CTO: Our new best friends are dealing with it?
 
ACTION: Direct hit on the port nacelle
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grabs her console to steady himself::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:I should make sure the weapons cargo is tied down tight...::gets shaken...::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::watches the power surge on the engine monitors:: Aloud: Damn it.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: They are trying... the port nacelle just got hit. ::returns fire::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Save the torpedoes if you can, we might need to hold on to some of those for our mission.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: curses outloud :: All: Stop putting holes in my ship!!!!
 
ACTION: The CTO's fire converges with the firing of 2 of the alliance fighters to rip through the hull of one of the pirate ships
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Going to check the cargo...
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Scratch one...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Kid, try and get more cover from our escorts.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Gets up and leaves the bridge to make sure the cargo is still secure...::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: runs for the engineering to get her tools ::
 
TO T`Son:
FCO: Do some crazy flying too.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
TO: You....I want you armed and ready in case someone tries to board us.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
TO: So.....you can have your weapon back.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Breaking formation... ::feels a little more comfortable... brings the ship back slightly, underneath the first layer of fighters::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Arrives at the cargo bay and double checks the straps and weapons cargo...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::nods to Boomer to give the kid a weapon::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Fires on the other pirate fighter::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::raises his eyebrows at the TO::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Hands the TO her weapon back::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: That's it....good work.
 
ACTION: Once the Arcadia breaks free from the formation, 4 more pirate ships come into view, as if waiting for the ship to break formation.
 
XO PJ Harker:
*CO*:Cargo is secure returning to bridge.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues firing at the fighters::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Takes one last look around before heading up.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::watches sensor blips pop up all over the place:: CO: Shit... four more pirates, on the way...
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: grabs her tools and heads where repairs are needed ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Move us so the escorts are between us and those ships!
 
ACTION: The Pirate ships surround Arcadia, firing with all weapons.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::heads for the bridge.::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Fires back with all weapons::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::opens a box and hands the TO a rifle::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Already on it... Blast! We're taking heavy fire, I'm engaging in evasive maneuvers!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Return fire! Everything we have this time!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Arrives and sees the CTO's console. Goes to science console starts slaving everything to weapons and shields.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Hail our escorts! Tell them we can't hold out against this attack!
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: I am not going out like that, funnel more power to you now...
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: You know I'm not one to complain Boss, but this getting shot at by everyone who is supposed to be on our side is getting tiresome.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::watches a slight power drain in the monitors:: XO: Hey! I need that power!
 
INFO: Two of the escort ships have been disabled, the remaining 4 is doing it's best to aid Arcadia in it's losing battle.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::slaps a button:: COM: Escorts: Under serious fire, we need help...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: You're telling me!
 
XO PJ Harker:
COM: ESCORTS: Can we run for it.?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::afraid to warp this close to so many gravity wells:: FCO: Kid, can we make a microjump towards Earth?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::tapping furiously on the console, trying to give as much weapons coverage as possible while keeping the vulnerable areas of the ship away from fire::
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO: Work it out with CTO ::She says reallocating a bit more to FCO..::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: shakes her fist and yells outloud to no one in particular :: ALL: You dirty farking Klingon dung heads!
 
<Pirate> #COM: Arcadia: Your choice, surrender either your cargo or your lives, I'm not picky
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Are you kidding me?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Skip, jerko on line one you want to take this call?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: I hear it...
 
ACTION: Another direct hit on the port nacelle takes it out, warp engines offline
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: There are gravity wells everywhere! It's a solar system!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::lets the com through as she dances a fine line between power allotments for conn/tactical and vital systems.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Pirate: Who the HELL are you ?
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::watches the monitors flash:: CO: Besides... warp engines are offline.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::mutes the channel for a second:: XO: WILL SOMEONE CALL FOR ALLIANCE ASSISTANCE?!?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::opens the channel again::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Dreads its a moot point and funnels everything to the CTO but what the FCO needs...:
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues returning fire at the pirate ships::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: curses a blue streak and heads back to engineering :: Self: When I get my hands on the dirty bast......
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Working on it Cap no ones answering.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Stand down....
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Continues to send out a distress call to anyone she thinks is listening...::
 
ACTION: The Escorts take out one of the pirates and the CTO takes out another.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: If yer sure Boss...
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks at the Captain slightly disbelieving...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::sees her strike:: CTO: I never said that
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Kill them all
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grins::
 
TO T`Son:
CO: Lets kick some pirate ass
 
CTO Boomer:
::Winks and keeps firing::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Grins::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::cuts the channel:: All: Seems we got lucky for once....
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:How are their shields?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Try and keep us ahead.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: begins to do what repairs she can on the engines and curses under her breath ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Ahead of what?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: we should continue to head for earth at best speed...
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: I'm just blasting the one closest to us...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Bigfoot.....what do you think ?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Nods::CTO: just wondering if we can beam over a gift is all...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I don't know! There are ships everywhere out here! Its a jumbled mess! You want me to keep heading for Earth?
 
TO T`Son:
FCO: Stay focus and take a ritalin
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: They're moving awful fast...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Yes, muster all speed you can....I've had enough of this crap.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::stifles a grin at the TO's words.::CTO:It was a worth a thought...
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: What I wouldn't give for a mind field behind us just now...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: We still have those boxes of slugs in the aft cargobay?
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: Keep thinking... and yeah, I agree.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
TO: Ritalin? ::more evasive maneuvers, all the while moving closer to Earth::
 
ACTION: A disruptor blast from one of the pirate ships collides with the hull and causes a power surge.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues firing at the pirate ships::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Yes we do...::mutters a curse as the surge runs through her console...::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::sees the power surge and lifts his hands from the console briefly to avoid the deadly shock::
 
ACTION: The Surge flows through the ODN relays until it hits the CONN, causing the FCO's console to explode
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Dump it all. Might break them up.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::falls back on the floor, burned:: Self: Damn it!
 
CTO Boomer:
ALL: Man down!
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Aye Sir...::yells a curse and tosses the skipper a first aid kit for the FCO and heads for the cargo bay.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::tries to get up::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: continues to work as fast as she can ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
;;grabs the first aid kit and runs over to the kid:: FCO: Stay down!
 
TO T`Son:
XO: You notice that its always a pilot that seem to have worst luck?
 
CTO Boomer:
TO: Take the helm, if anything still works... keep us moving!
 
TO T`Son:
::goes toward helm::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::screams in agony as the adrenaline rush subsides and he begins to feel the burn...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
TO: You! Run to Engineering and take over the conn from there if it's too badly damaged!
 
TO T`Son:
CO: Yes sir.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grabs a hypo and injects Nick with it:: FCO: There...
 
TO T`Son:
::gets up and heads toward engineering
 
ACTION: 12 more alliance fighters come into range and start attacking the pirates, meanwhile moments after the TO's statement, a piece of broken paneling falls off the ceiling and smacks her in the head.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::looks up at the CO:: CO: Thanks... ::sighs and grunts as he sits up::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues firing at the pirates::
 
TO T`Son:
::falls unconscious::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::gets down there and puts grenades within the crates of slugs set to go off when opened again unless a code is entered. then pushes them to the hatch...*CO*:Gift ready Skipper...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Don't try to sit....::takes a pair of scissors and starts cutting his sleeves open::
 
XO PJ Harker:
*CO*:How’s it going up there?
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: going back and forth between consoles and conduits repairing as she goes ::
 
ACTION: The pirates run away
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::sits anyway:: CO: Does it look as bad as it feels?
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: We need someone driving...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Worse. ::smiles at him and ruffles his hair::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I still have hair?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Have Tinkerbell take over the conn
 
CTO Boomer:
::Moves to treat the TO with the first aid kit, leaving weapons powered up and shields on full::
 
XO PJ Harker:
*CO*:Yo skip, what the status up there you need this stuff fired out or what?
 
CTO Boomer:
*CEO*: Tink, the Kid is down... you're driving!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*XO*: No...we made it, get up here!
 
<Volr> @COM: Arcadia: I thought I told you to stay in formation.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CTO* What?!?!?!?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Sighs::*CO*:Aye...::removes the grenades and re-secures the crates then heads to the bridge...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::puts some ointment on his arms:: COM: Volr: And I thought the Alliance had better protection, we almost died. With your shipment.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::yells at the COM:: Aloud: Yeah, and a lot of good it was doing us, remaining in your stupid formation...
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CTO* How am I supposed to fix this AND drive the ship?!?!
 
CTO Boomer:
*CEO*: That's what the Boss said, the Helm up here is fried, power surge.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Because you have access to systems in Engineering Tinkerbell! Helm is ruined.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CTO* Ok, I'll do what I can.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::stands up:: CTO: Take them both to the infirmary please, I'll man the guns.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CO* Ok, ok...I get it!!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Arrives on the bridge.::
 
ACTION: The ship limps its way into beaming range of earth
 
INFO: Beamdown coordinates selected
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::looks at the CO in disbelief:: CO: The helm? It's ruined?
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: moves to a working console and reroutes the CONN::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: You got it Boss. ::Starts moving the TO to her bunk::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Don't worry....I'll get you a new one. ::grins:: Now relax..
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Checks systems, Wow its getting so a girl can't even invade earth without trouble" she thinks to herself.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks over to his chair:: XO: Take Boomer's station please.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I guess a new helm is better than a new pilot... Hey, my vision's coming back a little... can I walk?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Sure ::Goes over and does a diagnostic on the console, trying to prep in case something happens...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::thinks the only two kids on this boat just got their asses handed to them......and starts feeling nervous for the first time...was he going to get them killed?::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Boomer will take you down.....slow down kiddo. ::smiles at him::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: begins flying the ship and shakes her head, flying wasn't her forté ::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Places the TO in her bunk and continues treating her injuries::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I never won anything by slowing down...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::laughs and kneels down next to him:: FCO: You did good, you saved the ship.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Once the TO is attended too heads back for the FCO::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: How's that?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::glances at the CO::CO:You know we've all had our share of injuries over the years....::Trying to soften the worry he must be feeling...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Your flying kiddo, that's why I hired ya....not for your wit.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: In case you didn't notice, boss, I kind of got blown up.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO:.....only in the end. ::smirks::
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
:: begins to mumble :: Self: Tink, fix the ship, Tink, fly the ship, what's next?? Tink, get out and push the ship. :: grumbles some more ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Heh.
 
CTO Boomer:
FCO: OK kid.,.. up you come... and if you try to cop a feel I finish ye off. ::lifts the FCO to his feet and puts arm over her shoulders::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Take care of them, we'll handle things up here.::nods to Boomer::
 
XO PJ Harker:
FCO/CTO:By the way… good work both of you...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::groans as he's lifted of the deck:: CTO: Oh don't flatter yourself...
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: You got it Boss. XO: I do me best with what I have.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Helps the FCO to his bunk and sees to his injuries::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Nods at the CTO before returning her attention to the CO and the console.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks over to the wall and activates the comm:: *CEO*: Karri, take her in nice and slow. We should receive orders soon.
 
CEO Tink Spanner:
*CO* Aye jonny.
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